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New Academic Year... 
Dear CSB Family,

This is our first Canadian School Bahrain School Newsletter of the 
2021-2022 academic year! The purpose of our school newsletter is 
to provide important school information, celebrate learning, sharing 
dates, events and educational tips.

We would like to firstly welcome both returning and new parents of 
CSB to the 2021-2022 academic year! We are so glad that you are a 
part of the British Columbia school that is committed to our mission, 
“To develop students who are confident in their culture, empowering 
them to achieve academic excellence through nurturing moral 
values of integrity, responsibility, respect and courage.” With this in 
mind, we continue to be true to our goal which is to provide quality 
education for our students by making them our priority. We believe 
in fostering partnerships with students, parents, teachers, and the 
community. This is essential for the development of each child.
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We have put a lot of consideration into our decision to provide our students with as 
much face to face, in-school learning by providing our students a full schedule each 
day. We are determined to make sure we are supporting children in ways that keep 
them, their families, the school staff, and our communities safe. The safety of students 
and staff is paramount, and we will continue to follow the traffic light system and 
make decisions, following the expert advice of the Ministry of Health and Education.

Whether your child is learning at home or at school, 
we will be providing them with the same opportunity 
to succeed by emphasizing and challenging them 
to think critically, communicate their ideas with each 
other, and continue to take personal and social 
responsibility for their learning as things look different 
this year. We will continue to build these competencies 
through our strong literacy and numeracy program. 
For those that are choosing to send their children to 
school, we are doing everything to provide a safe 
learning environment.

As the school year begins, we are beginning to 
build traditions and make memories. We were able 
to participate in school activities such as Ice Cream 
Day, World Teacher’s Day, Prophet Muhammad’s 
Birthday, Think Pink and INJAZ Workshop for Grades 
5 students. We are looking forward to building more 
memories together as a community. Once again, 
welcome back!

“Let’s make it another great 
year in CSB together!”

Prinicpal,  Ms Abby Saadeh
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Tips On Adjusting

After last year’s challenges, kids finally get to be kids again. 
Unfortunately, some kids might be a little apprehensive 
about going back. Home, for them meant a safe haven 
from several stressors they might have faced at school. 
On the other hand, kids who are excited about returning 
back to school will now have to adjust to learning with 
covid-19 protocols in place. Both ways, the transition 
back to school might be a little stressful for your child.

Adjusting back to school is a big transition, and just as 
it took a while to figure out remote learning, it will take a 
while to reintegrate back to in-person school and the way 
of life that surrounds it. The best thing you and your child 
can do is to set realistic expectations and anticipate 
that getting into a new and stable routine will take some 
time. Here are some tips to prepare your kids on adjusting 
back to school:

Validate their feelings: some children face difficulty expressing big emotions, so it’s important for parents to stay calm and 
stay positive. Allow your child to understand that it is okay to be upset, it’s okay to be scared and feel anxious, however 
it is not okay to hit, kick or wail. Make sure your child is clear about what is okay and what is not in terms of behavior. 
Moreover, if your child is telling you that they’re worried about going back to school, validate that feeling and let them 
have some space to express that. Let them know that you’ll miss them too and you’re proud of them for going to school.

Help them prepare: learn the new rules of returning to school and go over them with your little one. Ask your child 
how they feel about going to school and make sure you inform their teacher if they have any significant concerns.

Anticipate the new normal: remember that the school environment will not look and feel exactly the 
same as it did when students left. Understanding that these changes are necessary will help students 
adjust with ease. Reassure them about safety measures in place to help keep them and others safe.

Have a leaving plan: to keep goodbyes from becoming difficult for younger children, try the following:
Make goodbyes positive   |  Announce you are leaving   |  Remind your child that you will be back for them
Do not hesitate when leaving  |  Following the same routine  |  Be on time

Practice deep-breathing techniques, like inhaling through the nose for four counts, holding your breath for seven 
counts and exhaling slowly through the mouth for eight counts when a feeling of panic or worry arises at school.

Anticipate some hiccups along the way: families should try their best to stay mentally flexible and ready to adapt, 
recognizing that for some time, things will be in a dynamic state before they settle down into something more 
consistent.

Six steps you can do to help your child adjust
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Although the transition back to school might not be 
easy, it will hopefully mark the beginning of communal 
healing for kids and families everywhere. 

Mindfulness techniques and practices are integrated 
within school routines and in classrooms to foster 
connection and resilience in both staff and students, as 
well as help teach everyone in the school community 
the skills they need to help manage anxiety, reduce 
stress and increase belonging and happiness. 

Both schools and families can follow the Five Mindful 
Habits as a structure to infuse mindful routines into 
school and family life, modifying as appropriate.

Five habits to teach mindfulness and
self-regulation both at home and school

Student Services Lead,  Ms Noor Rashdan

Be a gratitude model for children by
 practicing it yourself with other
 family members or school staff.

Start a family gratitude journal where
 everyone records things they are

 grateful for. For example, young children
 can draw pictures and older ones

 can collect mementos to turn
 it into a gratitude scrapbook.

Create a gratitude routine where
 each family member shares three

 things they are grateful for that day.

Model compassion by doing 
acts of kindness for others in the 

family and community.

Read books about compassion.

BE PRESENT BE CALM

BE COMPASSIONATE BE GRATEFUL

REFLECT

MINDFULNESS
MAP

Plan purposeful quality time by doing
 an activity that promotes togetherness.

Practice active listening.

Practice yoga and meditation daily to
 lower levels of stress and

 anxiety over time.

Validate their feelings, help them reflect
 on misbehaviors through perspective-

taking and brainstorming healthy solutions
 to conflict or processing extreme emotions.

Practice breathing techniques.

Express difficult emotions through
 journaling, creating art, dancing or

 some other way of making sense of them.

Be grateful for the positive things and seek
 out a lesson in challenges without

 labeling them as “bad”.

Find quiet moments in the day
 to pause, breathe and reflect.
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Our Monthly Values
The Canadian School Bahrain’s mission statement is 
developing students who are confident in their culture 
and empowering them to achieve academic excellence 
through nurturing moral values. 

Thus, every month of the academic year will be dedicated 
to promote a value that will be embedded into our students 
throughout the month using various in-class activities, 
whole-school activities and celebrations, as well as in-home 
activities through the support of parents. 

1

2

Our Objectives:

To develop students that represent the values 
taught at school through their principles and 
behavior.

To promote the student’s mental health by 
implanting values and life skills training. 
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Our Monthly Values September’s Value of R E S P E C T

The month of September is dedicated to promote the value of 
“Respect”. Respect is treating others the way you want to be treated. 
An individual can demonstrate respect by being considerate and 
honoring the feelings, opinions and property of others, being good to 
themselves and making responsible choices. 
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Respect can be demonstrated through:

Outcomes of the Value:

Respecting yourself (being truthful and honest to yourself)

Nursery students learned about
respecting our elders through
story time while also dressing
in character.

Students will act with integrity and honesty.

Respecting others (friends, family, pets, teachers, the elderly, 
even strangers!)

Students will be respectful and open-minded to the opinions 
of others.

Respecting your environment (your school, your environment, 
your country) 

Students will learn about self-respect and being good to 
themselves and their body.

Students will show respect to their classmates, teachers, 
parents and the environment.
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The month of October is dedicated to promote the value of 
“Caring”. Caring involves concern, empathy, kindness, charity and 
love. An individual can demonstrate caring by being kind and 
compassionate, by expressing gratitude, showing forgiveness, and 
by helping others in need. 

October’s Value of C A R I N G
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Caring can be demonstrated through:

Outcomes of the Value:

Caring for yourself (being kind to yourself, loving yourself).

Students will show empathy, compassion and respect.

Caring for others (friends, family, pets, teachers, the elderly, 
even strangers!).

Students will make a positive difference in the
lives of others and in the world around them.

Caring for your place (your school, your environment, your 
country).

Grade 2B students wrote letters
to teachers and staff around the
school thanking them for taking
care of them.

Students will show sensitivity to people’s feelings
and treat people with kindness and generosity.

Students will have a better understanding on ways
in which they can be caring towards themselves. 
towards others and towards their community.

Students will be challenged to think about how
their actions will affect others.

Students will be reflective learners that give
thoughtful consideration to their own learning
and experience.
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Include the major food groups: The foundation of any 
healthy meal is the five food groups: fruits, vegetables, 
protein, dairy and grains. 

Eat a healthy breakfast: Skipping breakfast can make 
kids feel tired, restless and irritable. When there isn’t time 
to sit down and enjoy your meal, grab a bagel, a piece 
of fruit and some juice.

If you must eat fast food, choose wisely: Choose 
pizza with half the cheese, a regular size roast beef 
sandwich, baked potato or green salad with reduced 
calorie dressing. Limit your high fat offerings intake like 
French fries, fried chicken or fish sandwiches.

Drink lots of water: Your body needs at least 
8 glasses a day, and even more if you exercise 
vigorously. To remind yourself, carry a water bottle 
along to class and keep it handy during late study 
sessions.

Keep a healthy snack on hand: Consider raw 
vegetables with low-fat yogurt or cottage cheese dip.

Enjoy your food: Food is a lot more than 
nourishment for our bodies, so take the time to 
enjoy and savor it!

Eat plenty of foods rich in calcium: Students in their 
early years need to be building up stores of calcium 
in their bodies to grow healthy bones and present 
osteoporosis later in life. If you do not like milk, try to 
include ample amounts of low-fat yogurt, low-fat 
cheese and green leafy vegetables in your diet.

Make it bright and appealing: we eat with our 
eyes first, create delicious and healthy meals that 
are also visually appealing!

Tips and Ideas from our School Nurse for 
healthy eating habits at home and in school. 
Remember, every meal is important!

Healthy Eating Habits
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Benefits of the main food groups:

Grains & 
Starches

Fruits &
Vegetables

Dairy

Protein

Fats, oils & 
confectionery Heathy Food 

PyramidProtein enhances satisfaction from a meal
and wards off cravings later in the day.

Grains provide the energy the brain
needs to stay focused.

Fruits and vegetables are an important 
source of fiber and offer a natural variety 
of flavors and textures.

Dairy sources provide satisfaction with
 a bonus of calcium.

School Nurse,  Ms Tala Al Ahmed
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OUR LATEST
EVENTS
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MEET THE 
TEACHER DAY CLICK HERE

TO WATCH OUR VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvkQJnx8LK8
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CLICK HERE
TO WATCH OUR VIDEO

Our First Day back!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WyrwUdP3fkQ
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CLICK HERE
TO WATCH OUR VIDEO

ICE CREAM DAY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uu7QxWnpxr0
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CLICK HERE
TO WATCH OUR VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVK0E7OtxS8
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INJAZ Bahrain is an organization that 

aims to empower young people to 

own their economic success and be 

prepared for today’s business challenge. 

The program impacts thousands of 

students every year bringing them closer 

to the real world and opening their minds 

to their own potential. INJAZ Bahrain will 

be implemented for Grades 4, 5 and 6 for 

the academic year 2021-2022. 

Junior ICAMP was an exciting one day workshop that challenged 

Grade 5 students to find solutions to a real life challenge using 

creativity, thinking outside of the box and teamwork. Students had the 

opportunity to foster an understanding of the spirit of entrepreneurship 

through the principle of learning by doing, they developed their 

interpersonal as well as problem-solving skills and learnt to work 

under tight deadlines. The volunteers helped the students to expand 

their horizons and direct their teams toward an entrepreneurial future. 

GRADE 5 JUNIOR 
iCAMP WORKSHOP

BY INJAZ
CLICK HERE

TO WATCH OUR VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NogaoalXhT8
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SCHOOL BOOK FAIR
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BREAST CANCER
AWARENESS DAY

CLICK HERE
TO WATCH OUR VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZFM62w4vw0


STAY UPDATED BY 
FOLLOWING US!


